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acted, as before, as master over the Church in Germany, but
the Pope when present took the lead in the direction of affairs.
The harmony between the temporal and spiritual depart-
ments, so essential for the fulfilment of the medieval ideal
but so rarely achieved, was for the time being complete.
Of the four Popes nominated by Henry III, the first two
—Clement II and Damasus II—died so soon after their
elections that they had no opportunity to do anything of note;
their sudden deaths aroused suspicion of poisoning, but the
usual effect of the Roman climate upon Germans is a sufficient
IX explanation. The third—Leo IX—reigned for five years
(10-49-5-A), and in that time he managed to achieve so much
that he may almost be termed the re-founder of the papal
power. He had been bishop of Toul in Upper Lorraine, and
therefore came from a district which was one of the chief
centres of reform. He was careful to surround himself with
reformers, particularly from that region. The archbishop of
Troves, the bishops of Metz and Verdun, accompanied him
to Rome and were in his company afterwards in Lorraine;
the I?-.<!_-'!'!•!! •-•• archbishops, Halinard of Lyons and Hugh
of Bcsimgcm, were constantly by his side, assisting in the
work of ecclesiastical legislation; there were abbots too,
His cardinals Hugh of Cluny among them. But what mattered most was
the permanent element:, those whom Leo attached to his
service by making them cardinals of the Roman Church.
Thus, Humbert, a monk of Moyenmouticr in Leo's own
diocese of Tuul, became cardinal bishop of Silva Candida;
he was the most advanced reformer of all, and later wrote a
treatise against simony in which lay investiture was for the
first time attacked. Frederick of Upper Lorraine, brother
of duke Godfrey, became cardinal deacon; he was made
nbbot of Monte Cassino by the next Pope, and then himself
became Pope as Stephen IX. And there was a young monk,
who had gone from Rome as companion to Gregory VI in
exile in the Rhine district, and whom Leo IX took with him
to Rome in 1048 and made cardinal subdeacon, thus laying
the foundations of a great career—Hildebrand, the future
Pope Gregory VII. These were the kind of men that Leo
was gathering round him; as clergy of the Roman Church
they formed the Pope's permanent staff for his reforming
crusade. The existence of such a staff ensured the continuity

